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Dear Eddyn~l' Customer. C

We have discovered, and have corrected, an anomaly in the mixing algorithm used to 
calculate and display simple two frequency mixes.  

While investigating the potential difference In mix residuals which might be attributed to 
probe speed varadons and/or the material used for the tube support ring Included with 
most calibration standards, we discovered a subtle mathematical error in the Eddyuet 
mixing algorithm. The error was found in an algorithm Intended to reduce the mix 
residual by pve-processing the raw digital prior to calculatng the mixing coefficients and 
prior to displaying the mixed signal. This algorithm has been corrected and the "New"2 

algorithm will be included in Version 22 of our Eddyne' Analysis program(s). The "New" 
mixing technique should, in some instances, provide improved detection of small signals 
by reducing the noise component associated with the mix residual.  

In the Eddynet file stucture, the mixing coefficienu used to evaluate the dam are 
commonly noted In the xxxmsep file associated with ecnh cal group. The mixing 
coefficients stored in xxx.scsup files created by "Old" versions of the Fddynet program r 
incompatible with the "New" mixing algorithms and. therefore, will not be capable of 
being used with the "New" programs.  

In order to provide our customers with the revised algorithms, we willl6 

I. Issue Vcrsion 22 of Eddynet based on HP-UX Release 8.07 for HP 700 Series 
computers and HP-UX Release 1.0 for HP 300 and 400 Series computen which 
Include the "New" mixing algorithms. Subsquent Ed6.net versions will be based on 
the HP-UX Release 9.0.  

2. Provide the capability of restoring "Old" setups and displaying the mix siglnls using 
the "Old" mix algorithms. T'hs program will be & "leview Only" version of the 
Version 21 "eddy" program and be started by typing "eddy -r". This program will 
allow the use to recall previously analyzed flaw signals and display those signals u 
they were seen when th• data was analyzed. This review program will not have t"e 
capability to norem analysis setup's a1n thULs Prevent UInadvertgnt ul Of An owlmdad 
and subsequently corrected mix technique.  
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3. Provide a revised "eddy" proim with td "Nw". mix algorithms. If a xxsetup filc 
creaned by she "Old* progm= in encountered, the "New" program will erse the "Old" 
mix coefficients and the calibration curve associated with that chanl to prevent the 
user from displaying an incorrect mix adignL This erasure will occu in num y only 
and, thus, not destroy the previously saved setup files. The user can, if desired, create 
a "New" mix using the "Now" program and save the coefficients by storing a "Now' 
setup file. These "New" setup fies will be nanmd xxx.nsetup to provide the user with 
the ablly to distinguish "Old" (xxx.setup) from "New" (xxx.mtup) flies, These 
"New" setup flies will be coded In a way that will prevent them from being used by an 
"4Old verion of Eddynet.  

Veuson 22 of Eddyner Is now being tested in-house and we are making every anmpt to 
expedite that process prior to release. We expect to complete that tesing and have 
updated versions available by June 14, 1993 This version will be provided free of charge 
upon your request for a copy. As Is our policy, you wiUl be responsible for shipping 
charges and the retum of the optical disc (or a replacement d4sc) 

Sincerely, 

2erec Inc.  
Howard Housermn 
General Manager
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